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Why election communications matter
We face troubled times for democracy. There is evidence of declining trust in both 
processes and outcomes. From the spread of misinformation online to concerns 
about fraudulent voting to the traditional, if regrettable, concerns about the 
motivations and proclamations of candidates, citizens have a variety of reasons to 
trust the system less.

Local government has a major role in re-establishing faith in our democratic 
processes. Between elections, councils can make access to decision-makers and 
decision-making easier and help citizens see that processes are transparent, fair 
and deliberative. The LGiU believes that we cannot have sound national democratic 
processes without both solid and celebrated local democracy. At election time, local 
government should lead the way in showing how important local elections are and 
underscore the robustness of our democratic processes.

In local government, we want all of our residents to have a voice. On a routine basis 
most of them also have a vote. It is our job to help them make the most of it. This 
guide covers both the celebratory aspects of local democracy and the fundamentals. 
When our democracy is fairing well, some of the flaws in the system don’t matter so 
much. When our democracy is under threat either through lack of faith in the system 
or rising tides of populism and misinformation, the lack of basic accountability data 
chips away at the system. We cannot afford to not get the basics right.

Sometimes it seems like citizens take this vote for granted. The average turnout for 
local elections is around of third of the electorate (when there are no coinciding general 
or European elections), meaning that two thirds of voters aren’t making it to the polls 
on election day. Some wards in the country have turnout as low as 20 per cent.

It’s disappointing, but not surprising, that some wards across the country appear 
disengaged based on voter turnout. It’s important to remember that many people, 
including those who don’t vote, have regular interactions with local government – 
far more so than with central government.

Part of the reason that people may not be making the effort to vote in local elections 
is that they may not know who the candidates are or what they stand for. Even 
though many candidates campaign hard both online and on the doorstep and local 
activists wear out shoe leather delivering leaflets, it’s not always easy to really know 
who to vote for or even who is running. Once the results are in, it can be almost 
as hard to find out who has won and nearly impossible to find out just how close 
elections may have been. Even though councils are required to publish results, 
they’re not always in an accessible format.

This year, as in previous years, it is often hard for us to get the basic information 
about which seats are up for grabs (particularly where councils elect by thirds) and 
whether elections are truly contestable. This is not acceptable.

Finally, there’s the sense that local democracy is somehow a lesser democracy, 
however we know that local government runs most of the services that touch our 
daily lives and should be the easiest way to access the process and the outcomes of 
our democracy.
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Effective communications can build enthusiasm for local democracy. Basic 
candidate and results data is the bottom rung of the information ladder that people 
need to make their choices.

This guide is focussed on how we can make elections communications better so that 
local people know where to vote, who they can vote for and how much their vote 
mattered in the final outcome.

2 May 2019 Local Elections Timetable: Key Dates

Notification of election: no later than 26 March

Delivery of Nomination Papers: no later than 4pm Wednesday 
3 April

Publication of statement of persons nominated: no later than 
4pm Thursday 4 April

Deadline for voter registration applications: 12 April

Deadline for postal and postal proxy applications to vote: 5pm 
15 April

Polling day: Thursday 2 May

A full electoral timetable can be found on The Electoral Commission 
Website. 

https://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/i-am-a/candidate-or-agent/local-elections-in-england
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Elections communications at a glance
1. Know what you can show

Each year we get occasional feedback from people who say that we’re 
encouraging bad election practice by asking for pictures. We’re not. Pictures 
inside polling places while voting is going on is forbidden. But we love pictures of 
councils getting ready for the big day – polling stations being staged for example.

Pictures of the count are great! The BBC shows tons of video of counts and we all 
can, too. Counts typically have plenty observers as well. The privacy of the ballot 
is sacrosanct, but elections are meant to be open. Be confident about that!

2. Be right on it with results on the web

It’s both fun and important to engage people on social media about voting and 
the count. But the most important thing is to have clear communications on your 
website.

It might seem an obvious point, but it’s really important to show the overall 
result including any change of control in an easy to find place online, ideally 
linked from the front page of your council’s website. Results should be listed in 
tables, ideally showing complete tallies of all races and clear indications of who 
has won. Some councils go further with graphical representations of political 
results and ward maps of the local authority area.

Many councils were just fine on this, some councils are great with maps and other 
clear visual displays of results. But in some councils we had to literally go into 30 
or so PDFs of results to find out who had won in each ward and then tot up what 
that meant for control. If we found it tricky, then imagine how hard it must have 
been for residents.

In the meantime, clear information for each election including what seats are 
up for grabs and then outcomes and the final results for the whole council 
on an easy-to-find web page is key and should be set up and ready to go well 
before election day. In the run-up to elections and in the days after, all election 
information, including statements of persons nominated and results should be 
findable from the ‘Council and Democracy’ landing page or equivalent if not from 
the main council home page itself.

3. Reach out, link in!

It’s fantastic to see great use of social media like Twitter and Facebook to cover 
and promote elections. Some councils are amazing at this and tweet regular 
updates about election issues (registration, voting information, etc) and updates 
on the day. Of course, it’s part of a wider, multi-channel strategy. When you’re 
thinking about election comms, plan how you will ensure social media will 
be an integral, natural part of how you communicate with journalists and the 
electorate. Have a plan of who will be covering the elections social media. And 
don’t just tweet ward results on their own, make sure each social media mention 
links back to your solid online presentation of election outcomes.
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Basic elections information – the cornerstone 
of accountability
Councils have responsibility for maintaining the electoral register and informing 
people about the upcoming elections. Of course, communications have to be 
impartial and through precedent and statute, we have developed communication 
styles to help councils and councillors carry on the business of local administration 
while not giving undue benefit to incumbents.

Many councils do an excellent job communicating key registration and election 
dates. However, the structure of the websites and elections data can make it difficult 
for citizens to find information about who is running for election and re-election but 
there are a few easy actions can make it much easier.

The Constitution Unit at UCL have recently published Doing Democracy Better: How 
can information and discourse in election and referendum campaigns in the UK be 
improved?1 While many of the recommendations focused on democratic discourse 
and countering misinformation, the authors also made some key findings on the 
basic level of information available to voters in elections. Michela Palese, one of the 
report’s authors recently told us:

“When we started this project on improving political discourse, we didn’t 
initially plan to consider basic and procedural information at the local 
and national levels as a separate topic. But after talking to civil society 
organisations we realised that the provision of basic information is 
lacking in the UK and we needed to address this as a first step. We can’t 
set out recommendations for voter advice applications or citizens’ juries 
if we don’t have that most basic level right. This is how most people 
start engaging with their local democracy. We cannot complain that 
people are not turning out for local or general elections without actually 
engaging people at the most basic level on the services that affect them 
most in their daily lives.

“We have to ensure that council websites have information that is visibly 
available to all citizens – even those that aren’t as used to rummaging 
through council websites. Start from that basic level – who the 
candidates are and who they are representing, and then adding layers of 
information on top of that.”

Democracy Club is working with a group of volunteers to turn the Statements of 
Persons Nominated (SOPN) which councils are required to publish online into open 
data that can be used to drive websites like Who Can I Vote For which allow people 
to easily search for candidates by postcode and encourages crowdsourcing of 
social media profiles and other campaign materials so the electorate can be better 
informed. In the 2018 local elections there were over 400,000 uses of the data. They 
also run Where Do I Vote which helps people locate their correct polling stations, for 
the 2018 local elections it had over 300,000 uses and 1.8 million uses for the June 
2017 general election. Some councils are even using the polling location service on 
their own websites to help local people find the right place to vote with a simple 
postcode search. Information is also shared more widely with other search engines 

1 Doing Democracy Better: How can information and discourse in election and referendum campaigns in the UK 
be improved? Alan Renwick and Michela Palese, University College London. March 2019

https://whocanivotefor.co.uk/
https://wheredoivote.co.uk/
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and aggregating websites. This is important because not every citizen knows what 
ward they live in to search for candidates and they’re more likely to start from a 
search engine which won’t pick up information from PDFs on council websites.

Councils running elections can help ensure that the information is correct by 
sharing polling station locations with Democracy Club when it is requested and 
by ensuring that any changes to the candidate list (i.e. withdrawals) are clearly 
highlighted or shared directly with Democracy Club. Councils can also ensure that 
candidate information is correct by uploading or checking candidate data at https://
candidates.democracyclub.org.uk/.

Councils can also encourage candidates to fill in more information about 
themselves such as their social media accounts and a position statement to help 
voters become better informed, but they must ensure that they provide the same 
information about this opportunity to all candidates.

Find out more about the work of Democracy Club and hear directly from Michela 
Palese in the 15 March edition of the LGiU’s podcast focusing on reforming 
democracy. 

A word about purdah
Local government communications during elections are covered by both statute 
and convention. Purdah isn’t the technical term, but rather pre-election publicity 
or communications during heightened sensitivity and even the term purdah has 
become more sensitive, but it is a well-recognised term with its own contextual and 
cultural significance.

The primary purpose of rules covering communication during the pre-election 
period is to prevent undue benefit accruing to incumbent candidates - basically free 
advertising - and to protect local government officers from political pressure.

Under the 1986 Local Government Act, nothing can be published at any time which 
‘in whole or in part appears designed to affect public support for a political party’. 
Communications are governed by the government issued publicity code, which 
covers ‘any communication in whatever form, addressed to the public at large or a 
section of the public’. It applies to:

 ● Paid advertising

 ● Leaflet campaigns

 ● Publication of free newspapers and news sheets

Top Tip

In the run up to elections, councils can and should share voting 
information from the front page of their websites. If that is not 
possible then there should be a clear link from the ‘council and 
democracy’ page (or however that’s described on the council 
website) which can include all pre and post election information.

file:///Users/janesankarayya/Dropbox%20(LGIU)/Jane%20S/Publications/2019/Guide%20to%20local%20elections%20ommunications/ 
file:///Users/janesankarayya/Dropbox%20(LGIU)/Jane%20S/Publications/2019/Guide%20to%20local%20elections%20ommunications/ 
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/2019/03/15/lgiu-fortnightly-15th-march-local-elections-as-fun-as-fortnite/
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 ● Maintenance of websites - including hosting materials by third parties

 ● And use of social media.

Local authorities can publish factual information which identifies the names, wards 
and parties of candidates at election time: essentially straightforward provision of 
public information about the election.

Councils can still use publicity to influence public behaviour in relations to matters 
of health, crime prevention, race relations, equality, diversity and community issues.

The publicity code does allow a local authority to ‘correct erroneous material’ 
which has been published by others. This is despite the fact that the material being 
corrected may have been published with the intention of influencing the public’s 
opinions about the policies of the authority. ‘Such publicity should seek to explain 
the facts in an objective manner.’

Councils should also consider how to deal with any harassing disinformation and 
should think about making a factual statement or correction.

For more information about pre-election publicity see our LGiU Members’ only 
briefing Election Time 2019: issues for local authorities and for more information 
about online harassment and dealing with false statements and intimidation see our 
LGiU Members’ only briefing on Standards in Public Life: Intimidation in elections 
and inquiry into local government standards.

Purdah and social media
Social media can offer a great way for citizens to engage with candidates and 
politicians, but it offers specific challenges during the pre-election period. The same 
communications principles apply online but there are particular points to consider. 

1. It’s worth explaining and linking to an explanation that council channels are 
governed by purdah rules and provide a link.

2. Don’t publish, share, retweet or otherwise re-publish content from political 
parties, politicians or political opinion.

3. Don’t add content on matters which are politically controversial.
4. If you run channels which allow people to comment (e.g. Facebook pages 

or groups) you must monitor content and remove any overtly political 
comments or statements endorsing a particular candidate or party. If 
you do not have the capacity to moderate comments sufficiently turn off 
comments and explain why.

There are a couple of exceptions. Statements from the Mayor are exempt and can be 
published and shared as long as they aren’t overtly political. And councils may wish 
to issue statements that counter false or harassing statements online.

For more information see Updated Social Media Guidance for Purdah on the 
Comms2Point0 website.

https://www.lgiu.org.uk/briefing/election-time-2019-issues-for-local-authorities/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/briefing/standards-in-public-life-intimidation-in-elections-and-inquiry-into-local-government-standards/?utm_source=LGiU+Subscribers&utm_campaign=03ce1fa7de-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_03_20&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4e47157211-03ce1fa7de-199041809
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/briefing/standards-in-public-life-intimidation-in-elections-and-inquiry-into-local-government-standards/?utm_source=LGiU+Subscribers&utm_campaign=03ce1fa7de-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_03_20&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4e47157211-03ce1fa7de-199041809
http://comms2point0.co.uk/comms2point0/2017/4/19/updated-social-media-guidance-for-purdah
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Election Day and the Count
Election day and the count itself, whether it is an overnight or delayed count should 
be seen as an opportunity to share the excitement about local democracy. Many 
councils have done excellent work in letting citizens see the hard work and the 
mechanics of a transparent democracy by sharing stories online. Kirklees Council, 
in particular, has done a lot of work using social media to talk about the electoral 
process through their Election Tales website.

During election day itself much care should be taken to avoid violating anyone’s 
voting privacy so photos in the polling place or even people entering polling places 
must be avoided. Depending on your age and outlook, you may think selfies are 
de rigeur for any life event, but they’re absolutely forbidden inside polling places. 
However, that doesn’t mean that councils can’t help build the excitement of the 
election through social media on Twitter and Facebook.

Counts, on the other hand, are completely open and filming and photos are 
allowed. Anyone who has ever been to a count can tell you they are exciting and the 
nervousness of candidates awaiting victory or defeat is palpable. Social media posts 
can help those who can’t be there share in the anticipation.

The LGiU has been covering local elections on the night for many years and in the 
past several, almost all councils have been sharing results on Twitter as they’re 
announced. However, many councils fail to share regular links back to results pages 
meaning that citizens may struggle to see results as a whole or what results in full 
mean for control of the council.

Results
For perhaps the most important data in our democracy, clear, reliable elections 
results data can be surprisingly hard to find. Our research has shown that over half 
of English councils don’t present clear information before the election and only a 
quarter make it easy to see which political party is in control. Presentation of results 
data can be even worse after an election, even where there has been a change in 
control. If it’s hard for us seasoned election watchers to find this information, it has 
to be even harder for citizens to see what their vote has delivered or how close some 
contests are giving them a sense of how powerful their vote can be (or at least some 
regret that they didn’t bother.)

When winners have been declared most councils now do really well with 
announcing ward by ward results on social media. But councils are still struggling 
to present data in a way that supports easy re-use.. Although councils do publish 
results, they are often published in PDFs, a document format which means they 
aren’t easily searchable, sortable or reusable and it’s often difficult to find the data 
that is there in council websites.

Top Tip
Develop web pages which clearly display overall results and link 
to ward results and create short links to those pages which can be 
shared on Twitter.

https://electiontales.wordpress.com/
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Why does this matter? Partly it’s a question of principle and basic democratic 
hygiene. If any data should be open, useable and completely transparent, surely it’s 
democratic data. We have made great strides with democratic data, first posting it 
on paper in a public place, now requiring it online, the next step is simply publishing 
it in machine-readable and human-readable formats that support better analysis 
and transparency.

More importantly, this data is locked in a format which means that it’s too hard to 
provide quick analysis of election results across the country. It means that it’s also 
difficult to provide retrospective analysis of how people are voting. Anecdotally, 
granular data and analysis of EU referendum voting patterns revealed significant 
geographic disparity in opinion even within local authority boundaries. Knowing 
this helped policy makers and community leaders address community concerns and 
build cohesion.

Ward-level results can also show people just how close and contestable local 
elections can be. If we wish to encourage greater participation in elections or 
encourage a wider diversity of candidates across age, gender, class and ethnicity we 
need to show just how possible it is to win.

Councils already publish results in PDF, they should also publish ward level results 
in an open format (such as CSV files) which can then be made much more accessible 
through search engines.

Coventy City Council 
used a map based 
infographic which 
displayed both 
Parliamentary and 
Council results in a 
clear way.

North Norfolk District 
Council uses a ward 
level clickable map to 
show results.
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Conclusion
Local elections are important. How we communicate about them matters. Before, 
during and after the elections the messages we share on social media, on council 
websites and through the presentation of candidate and results data influences 
how citizens see local democracy. Proactive, open and transparent communication 
about elections does not guarantee active engagement with local government, but 
it is the essential base on which we build democratic involvement.

For the past decade, the LGiU has been covering local elections overnight with 
the help of councils running elections and from our council members who aren’t 
running elections in any given year. Join us again this year, become a count 
correspondent or just find out more here.

https://www.lgiu.org.uk/project/local-elections-2019-le2019/
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 LGiU learning and development

Throughout the year, we run an extensive and popular programme 
of events; post local elections in our events calendar there are a 
number of seminars that will be particilarly relevant to newly elected 
councillors. To find out more about a particular seminar or to book a 
place please visit our website.

Developing Political Awareness and Sensitivity for Officers, 
Thursday 16th May

Understanding Strategic Thinking,  
Tuesday 11th June

Practical Project Management,  
Thursday 13th June

Being an effective Councillor: ways of strengthening and 
sustaining personal resilience,  Wednesday 19th June

An Introduction to Local Government Finance,  
Friday 21st June

Developing a Commercially Aware Organisational Culture, 
Thursday 11th July

Being an effective councillor: influencing skills,  
Tuesday 16th July

Support all new councillors with  
inhouse training

We also deliver inhouse events and training tailored to a 
council’s specific requirements, contact Barry O’Brien at 
barry.obrien@lgiu.org.uk to find out more.

https://www.lgiu.org.uk/events/page/2/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/seminar-developing-political-awareness-and-sensitivity/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/seminar-practical-project-management/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/being-an-effective-councillor-ways-of-strengthening-and-sustaining-personal-resilience/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/being-an-effective-councillor-ways-of-strengthening-and-sustaining-personal-resilience/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/an-introduction-to-local-government-finance-4/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/seminar-developing-commercial-awareness/
https://www.lgiu.org.uk/event/being-an-effective-councillor-influencing-skills/
mailto:barry.obrien%40lgiu.org.uk?subject=
mailto:barry.obrien%40lgiu.org.uk?subject=
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LGiU and the local elections

Out for the Count is an awareness raising campaign 
dedicated to improving local democracy with a call for open  
and accessible local elections data across the UK.

Over the past seven years, the LGiU has provided live local 
elections coverage and a results service with insights into 
what’s happening on the ground and what it means for the 
country as a whole. Telling the story of what’s happening in the 
locals and raising awareness of these issues is something we 
are proud to be continuing this year.




